Sunshine Class: Autumn Term 1
2020-2021

This half term Violet Class will be working on the topic,
Why do you love me so much

My communication
In Sunshine class we have a communication
session every morning, we will work on
individual programs for PECS and Speech &
Language as well as a communication activity for
the whole class. Activities include: Intensive
Interaction and everyday words.
My movements
The second lesson each week will work on
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My learning
We will focus on a range of outcomes linked to the
Reading and Writing
outcomes. We will complete activities linked to
number rhymes and songs. We will also explore
different ways to make marks and develop our
engagement and concentration. We will explore
different printed material and sit with an adult and
share a book.

Myself and others
This half term will focus on a range of outcomes
as

The world around me
This half term we will be visiting the class allotment and
looking for leaves and items related to Autumn. We will
plant some bulbs ready for the Spring and watch them
grow.
We will also be leaning how to operate simple toys and
exploring how different objects can be used in different
ways.
My care and independence
This half term will focus on a range of outcomes linked to the
skills such as dressing,
hygiene and hand washing. We will be looking at how to dress
the dolls in class, and washing the babies. We will also explore
different food through sensory exploration.

Play to learn
This half term will we will look for our
pictures in sand and natural materials. We
will explore water and sand play activities.
Gross motor skills will be developed using
large building blocks. In class we will use
mirrors to look at our facial features. Play
to learn activities are there for the children to
engage in throughout the week, enabling
them to develop their own ideas and explore
and use their favourite toys

